
Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

3-29-16 Voc. Less. 15 PT
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow it:

coming back from a long weekend is 
hard but it can be refreshing write 
about your weekend break or what 

refreshes you to be prepared for the 
rest of the quarter and school year 
write for the full 5 minutes or you'll 

lose your chance at candy after the pt
When you have finished with your answer (using correct 

grammar and spelling), please write 1-2 sentences explaining 
what you were thinking while you were writing today.

Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

Daily Objective
I can...complete assignments to be included 
in a portfolio of my own work at my own pace 
for the novel our lit circle chose to study and 

discuss it with my classmates. 

Today is March 29, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Vocab PT #15
6. Type Poetry Book Entries
7. Lit Circles - Daily Assgn/Mtgs. 
8. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Did you utilize time over the long weekend to help prepare 
you for your literary circle meetings? Explain.
2. Explain how you did or did not you reach the objective 
today.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
Contest: Typing 

Poems through 4/1
Daily Lit Circle 

Assignments: DUE 
WEEKLY through 4/8



Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

3-30-16 Vocab. Less. 15
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; 
then, define and write a sentence using each underlined word:

the mandarins were noted for theyre 
licentious macabre andextremely martial 

melees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When you have finished with your answer (using correct 
grammar and spelling), please write 1-2 sentences explaining 

what you were thinking while you were writing today.

Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

Daily Objective
I can...complete assignments to be included 
in a portfolio of my own work at my own pace 
for the novel our lit circle chose to study and 

discuss it with my classmates. 

Today is March 30, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Lit Circles - Daily Assgn/Mtgs. 
6. Type Poetry Book Entries
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. How many literary circle meetings has your group had? 
Have you completed all your assignments? Explain.
2. Explain how you did or did not you reach the objective 
today.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
Contest: Typing 

Poems through 4/1
Daily Lit Circle 

Assignments: DUE 
WEEKLY through 4/8



Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

3-31-16 Vocab. Less. 15
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; 
then, define and write a sentence using each underlined word:

th minion was so mesmerized that he 
followed the mendicant to obey his master 

otherwise his punishment would not be 
mitigated not even in a modicum of ways

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

When you have finished with your answer (using correct 
grammar and spelling), please write 1-2 sentences explaining 

what you were thinking while you were writing today.

Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

Daily Objective
I can...complete assignments to be included 
in a portfolio of my own work at my own pace 
for the novel our lit circle chose to study and 

discuss it with my classmates. 

Today is March 31, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Lit Circles - Daily Assgn/Mtgs. 
6. Type Poetry Book Entries
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. What have you found interesting about your classic novel? 
Explain.
2. Explain how you did or did not you reach the objective 
today.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
Contest: Typing 

Poems through 4/1
Daily Lit Circle 

Assignments: DUE 
WEEKLY through 4/8



Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

4-1-16 Vocab. Less. 15
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; 
then, define and write a sentence using each underlined word:

at the bottom of the nadir lies a pool where 
the narcissistic neophytes nemesis plots 
his nefarious plans for destruction of the 

universe
11.
12. 
13.
14. 
15. 

When you have finished with your answer (using correct 
grammar and spelling), please write 1-2 sentences explaining 

what you were thinking while you were writing today.

Eng IV - Journals - S-2, Week 13 (2016) March 29-April 1, 2016

Daily Objective
I can...complete assignments to be included 
in a portfolio of my own work at my own pace 
for the novel our lit circle chose to study and 

discuss it with my classmates. 

Today is April 1, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Lit Circles - Daily Assgn/Mtgs. 
6. Type Poetry Book Entries
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. You should be about 2/3 through your novels. Are you 
staying on track or getting off track? Explain.
2. Explain how you did or did not you reach the objective 
today.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
Contest: Typing 

Poems through 4/1
Daily Lit Circle 

Assignments: DUE 
WEEKLY through 4/8


